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Abstract
Tabular datasets are composed of tables. These tables are used to structure and organize data. However, considering tables individually may make it difficult to identify some information that can be highlighted by linking with other information. To solve this problem, tabular datasets are curated. This curation consists of creating/updating tabular datasets and annotating them using Knowledge Graphs. In this paper, we present a generic workflow that is generally used during the curation process. The example of the creation of Open Research Knowledge Graph comparisons tables is presented to illustrate.
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1. Introduction
Tables are one of the most used data structures to organize data by software developers, data scientists, business people, etc. Every day, these people have to handle tables that have been extracted from structured, semi-structured and unstructured sources in order to furnish information for decision making. For instance, in a recent work, we extracted tables from scientific papers for several purposes such as Knowledge Graph construction and building of Food Composition Tables datasets [1, 2].

Everyday, data scientists use statistical tools such as RStudio to analyze tabular data that have been extracted from databases of sales, pricing, food composition, etc. and furnish relevant information to decision makers and business people. However, considering tables individually may make it difficult to identify some information that can be identified by linking with other information [3]. That is why tabular data curation can be helpful. Our research on the curation of TSOTSATable dataset [1, 4], Open Research Knowledge Graph [2, 5, 6] and the development of Semantic Tables Annotation systems [7, 8] allowed us to define a generic workflow for the curation of tabular datasets. Thus, the main contribution of this paper is this generic workflow (presented by the Fig 1) that describes the curation process so that it can be helpful to other researchers working on tabular dataset curation. The creation of ORKG comparison tables is...
2. Identification of data sources

Given the large quantity and the diversity of the data sources, it is essential to identify the data sources that can be used to build tabular datasets. We organized these sources into three dimensions:

- **Humans sources**: Humans are the principal source of knowledge. All the other sources of knowledge are created and updated by humans. Thus, humans can be a valuable source of information. In many cases (bank, sales, etc.) information are directly acquired from people and saved in tables in databases. Thereafter, these tables can be put in CSV format for data analysis purposes. On the other hand, many survey studies use forms to collect data from people and store them in tables. These tables are compiled thereafter and knowledge are extracted from them.

- **Structured sources**: Structured sources such as databases or Knowledge Graphs can be used to build tabular datasets. Existing works show that tabular dataset can be built using Knowledge Graph such as Wikidata and DBpedia [3, 4, 9, 10, 11]. The structure of these data sources make it easy to build automatic tools for obtaining a multitude of tables quickly.

- **Semi-structured sources**: Concerning semi-structured sources, we noted that information can be extracted from tables stored in pdf files in order to build tabular datasets. Jiomekong et al. [1, 12] proposed to identify and extract food composition tables from scientific papers and use these information to build tabular datasets.

- **Unstructured sources**: Unstructured sources such as text can also be used to build tabular datasets. However, it has been reported that knowledge are deeply hidden in the full body text of scientific papers, making it difficult to build automatic tools for their
extraction [6]. Thus, computer-assisted approaches are used [5]. For instance, Open Research Knowledge Graph\(^1\) [6] contains more than 5,000 comparison tables, manually curated by the crowd.

3. Data acquisition and organization

Once the data sources are identified, knowledge should be acquired and used further to build the tabular dataset. Depending on the source of information and the curators, one distinguishes manual acquisition, automatic acquisition and semi-automatic acquisition of data. Manual acquisition consists of acquiring data from a human resource or a data source and building tables with them. Automatic acquisition consists of developing automatic algorithms for extracting information from knowledge sources [13]. In the following points, we present knowledge acquisition using the three dimensions of data sources:

- **Human sources:** The acquisition of information from human sources is always manual because people from which information is coming from should provide these information by talking or writing. Thereafter, the curator(s) will organize the data acquired into tables.

- **Structured sources:** The organization of data from this quality of data sources make it easy to build automation tools for data acquisition. In effect, many Database Management Systems offer features for automatic extraction of tables from the databases and their conversion into CSV format by using a simple query. On the other hand, existing works show how SPARQL endpoint can be used to query knowledge graphs such as Wikidata, DBpedia and use the results of the query to build tabular datasets [10].

- **Semi-structured sources:** Web scraping tools are generally used for information extraction from web pages. Thereafter, simple algorithms can be used to organize these information into tables and build tabular datasets. The structured organization of metadata in scientific papers makes it easy to build automatic tools for metadata extraction and table extraction from review articles [2]. Thus, Open Research Knowledge Graph exploits this structured organization to automatically extract metadata from scientific papers and annotate papers with them.

- **Unstructured sources:** Information extraction from unstructured sources such as the full body text of scientific papers is the most difficult. In this particular case, computer-assisted tools may be used for acquiring scientific knowledge, organizing these scientific knowledge and building tables with them [5].

4. Tabular data refinement

The dataset obtained after the knowledge acquisition step can be seen as a set of isolated tables. However, the structure organization and the content of these tables can make it difficult to achieve the tasks of annotation [3]. On the other hand it has been reported that tabular datasets contain errors such as misspelling, typos, etc. and many problems inherent to the Knowledge Graph or encountered during the matching process [14]. Tabular dataset refinement aims at

\(^1\)https://orkg.org/
solving these problems and to complete the dataset with semantic annotation. In the following paragraphs, we present firstly the problems that can be found in tabular datasets. Thereafter, we present how the dataset can be completed with semantic annotation.

4.1. Refinement problems

The refinement problems are the problems that may be encountered during the tabular dataset refinement. We are currently documenting these problems using Open Research Knowledge Graph [14]. These problems can be categorized using the following dimensions:

- **Structural problems:** Structural problems consist of: (1) formatting problems such as merged cells, empty lines before the header, mismatched number of headers, missing header, cells with different types of data, etc. and (2) text formatting problems such as date format or number format, insertion of new lines and special characters in text, optical character errors such as the replacement of ’0’ and ’o’, ’1’ and ’I’, etc.

- **Misspelling problems:** These problems come when the content of cells contain words that are wrongly written. For instance, when there is a missing letter in a word, writing a single letter in a word when double letters are to be written and vice versa, etc. These problems may lead to confusion and wrong interpretation of information.

- **Erroneous numbers:** These errors are due to the errors when reporting a number. For instance, putting the age 120 to a person who is 12 years old.

- **Semantic problems:** The semantic problems come when the mention in the table is syntactically different from the label of the entity in the Knowledge Graph due to the use of acronyms, aliases, etc. For example, to name ”Cameroon” (English spelling), we can have ”Cameroun” (French spelling) or ”Kamerun” (German spelling) in the table. On the other hand, the same entity in the table can correspond to many entities in the KG, leading to the problem of ambiguity.

- **Other problems:** Other problems consists of (1) NIL-mentions: the entity in the table does not have a correspondence in the KG, (2) File size: in many cases, files are too large, caused by too many records, too many columns and too many rows in tables. Thus, the computer used to import this kind of data should have enough memory, (3) Data heterogeneity: date values expressed in different formats in the same table, (4) Irrelevant tables: this problem arises when the curation consists of domain tables. For instance, during the curation of the TSOTSATable dataset, we found many tables that were not related to the domain of Food Science and Nutrition [12].

4.2. Tabular dataset annotation using Knowledge Graphs

Annotating tabular datasets consists of assigning semantic tags from a Knowledge Graph to the elements in the tables. Two types of annotations can be considered [15]:

- **Structural annotation:** This consists of completing the tabular dataset with structural information such as table headers, subject column, etc.

- **Semantic annotation:** This consists of mapping the elements in the tabular dataset to the entities in the KG. Recently, SemTab\(^2\) introduced new terminologies for tabular data

\(^2\)https://sem-tab-challenge.github.io/2023/
annotation, splitting the table annotation into three sub-tasks which are: (1) Cell Entity Annotation (CEA): consisting of matching the content of a cell in the table to an entity in the KG, (2) Column Type Annotation (CTA): consisting of matching the the column type to a class in the KG, (3) Column Property Annotation (CPA): consisting of assigning a KG property to the relationship between two columns, and Table Topic Detection (TTD): assigning a KG type to a table.

5. Evaluation of curation systems

The evaluation of tabular dataset curation can be structured into two dimensions: the data acquisition dimension and the tabular data refinement dimension:

- **Data acquisition evaluation**: Given that automatic methods are generally used to acquire data from data sources, these methods should be evaluated to determine their performance on the quantity of knowledge that is extracted compared to the one that was supposed to be extracted.
- **Dataset refinement evaluation**: The methods for automatic refinement take a KG and a tabular dataset as input and provide as output annotated tables. These methods should also be evaluated to determine how accurate they are to solve the curation tasks. We are currently documenting the different evaluation metrics used for this purpose [16].

Whatever the evaluation, they use gold standard and evaluation metrics. Human opinion can also be demanded during a retrospective evaluation. Human evaluation is good because experts are able to determine if everything is extracted and determine if the right annotation was assigned to a tabular data element. However, given the size of many datasets, human annotation is tedious. Thus, one relies on automatic annotation. The main evaluation metrics used are Accuracy, Recall, Precision, F-score, Average Recall, Average Precision, Average F-score [3]. In addition to the system evaluation, the computational performance of the system can be evaluated to determine the resource consumption during its execution. For instance, runtime measurements are used to measure the amount of time that the annotation algorithm can take to perform its task, memory consumption measures the amount of memory that the annotation algorithm consumes throughout its execution.

6. Use case: creation of ORKG comparisons tables

ORKG is an open research infrastructure designed to acquire, publish and process structured scholarly knowledge published in the scholarly literature [2, 6]. It uses ORKG comparison tables to compare research contributions dealing with the same research problem. Currently, ORKG contains more than 1300 comparisons tables 3.

To create ORKG comparison tables, the first step consists of providing the semantic description of papers used. From these papers, key-insights are identified, extracted and organized into ORKG research contributions. The latter address research problems and are described using key

---

[16]

3https://www.orkg.org/orkg/stats
**Figure 2:** An example of comparison table

This comparison table can be published with a DOI and exported in different formats. It can be improved by other researchers by correcting errors/mistakes or updated with more research contributions.
The Fig. 2 presents an excerpt of a table comparing several systems for tabular data annotation. The left panel presents the different properties used for the comparison. The right panel contains in the header, scientific papers that are compared and in the cells key-insights that were extracted from these papers. From this table, you can find for instance that the dataset used for evaluating these systems is automatically generated; several evaluations metrics such as average hierarchical score, F1, recall and precision are used; several tools such as Wikidata and DBpedia endpoint, DBpedia and Wikidata API, elastic search, etc. are used during experimentation. It should be noted that each element of the table is identified using an URI.

To create this comparison table, we used as data source the SemTab paper repository. This repository contains all the papers published by SemTab@ISWC. Given the unstructured nature of these papers, we manually extract scientific knowledge from them and use ORKG as a computer assistant tool to organize these knowledge. Once extracted and saved in ORKG, we used the ORKG comparison table wizard to create this table. This table was shared with authors for its evaluation.

7. Summary and conclusion

This paper presents a workflow for curating tabular datasets using Knowledge Graphs. This workflow consists of the identification of knowledge sources, data acquisition and organization, and tabular dataset refinement. During the curation process several problems such as structural, semantic, misspelling, may be encountered. Once these problems are solved the tabular data elements are matched to the KG entities and classes. Given that automatic systems are generally used for these tasks, several evaluation metrics such as recall, precision, F-measure, are used to evaluate these systems. We illustrated with the case of the creation of an ORKG comparison table, comparing several systems for tabular datasets annotation.

Given that Large Language Models such as ChatGPT, Llama 2, etc. are making new waves in the field of natural language processing and artificial intelligence, we are currently exploring its capabilities for the curation of tabular datasets.
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